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Chairman’s Chat 
 

Dear Reader, 
 

Welcome to the November edition of our SAM 

magazine. 
 

Having to knuckle down to write this article is most 

probably a good thing because ever since Kevin and 

Julia Sanders’ presentation at October’s group night I 

have been dreaming of joining them on a 

GlobeBusters expedition. I can usually rely on David 

to be level headed and realistic but even he has been 

captivated by the idea of embarking on the motorbike 

adventure of a lifetime. Bearing in mind the wise 

words of Clint Eastwood’s ‘Dirty Harry’, “A man’s got to know his 

limitations”, we have ruled out the ultimate London to Beijing challenge, but 

we have wasted far too much time contemplating the High Andes trip. I think 

it’s fair to say that should one of my premium bonds come up trumps all 

previous ideas and good intentions of sharing with the children and 

grandchildren will be quickly forgotten. Obviously we’d spend some money on 

the dog, but only to put her in Kennels!! 
 

Before my globetrotting daydreams, I had been considering our Editor’s plea 

for more article to put in the magazine. At the last Committee meeting it was 

suggested that each member of the committee complete a ‘Who do you think 

you are…?’questionnaire in order to build a small bank of items that Felix 

could draw on in lean times. Working on my ethos of leading by example, I sat 

down to contemplate the questions. The first few were easy, name, occupation, 

first bike, current bike etc. Then a few questions that took a bit of thought, so I 

skipped through those and then a couple of questions that I considered 

irrelevant, so I skipped through those too. The next question caused a dilemma 

and led me to hours of reminiscing and rummaging. The question was 

SuperMoto or World Super Bikes?  the answer is neither, which didn’t seem an  

adequate answer  and therefore got me thinking. 
 

I was raised on Speedway, Ipswich Witches and John Louis to be exact. The 

more I thought about it the more I realised what a large part Speedway had 

played in my teenage years. My growing independence can be chartered by 

where I stood at the Foxhall Stadium. From the early ‘70’s through to 1975 I 

stood with my Dad between the 1
st
 and 2

nd
 bend, then poor Dad was abandoned 
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in favour of my school friends who congregated on the 3
rd
 bend. By 1979 I met 

a boy who had a car and our first date was an away meeting at Kings Lynn. I 

remembered my Dad taking me to the World Speedway Final at Wembley but 

the year eluded me, then I recalled a badge he’d bought me and hence the 

rummaging. Off I went to find the little box in which I keep some precious 

mementos, my National Cycling Proficiency badge, a school cruise badge from 

the s.s.Nevasa, some swimming badges, a pet rabbits claw and there, amongst 

other things, the answer to my question, Wembley 1975. 
 

As you can imagine, by now I had totally lost interest in the SAM 

questionnaire. I quickly scanned the other questions and decided I’d finish it 

another day. Sorry Felix. If, like me, you can’t answer all the questions, why 

not tell us about the one that causes you the biggest dilemma and why.  
 

Our next group night is Tuesday 15
th 
November when our guest speaker will be 

Suffolk’s hilarious historian, Charlie Haylock, who will be entertaining us with 

tales of the Suffolk Dialect. Those who have seen Charlie before promise a 

thoroughly enjoyable evening so I do hope you’re able to join us and please 

feel free to invite guests, the more the merrier. 
 

Well, I think that’s all for now, I hope you enjoy the rest of the magazine. 
 

Kind regards, 
 

BeverlBeverlBeverlBeverleyeyeyey    
 

Secretary’s Scribbles 
November 2011 

 

Autumn is well upon us and I’m several 

pounds lighter. That’s £’s rather than weight, 

thanks to a rather expensive new clutch. 

Let’s hope I’m, ok for the next 40,000 miles! 

 

Early last month, I set off one cold dark wet 

morning to represent SAM at the IAM’s 

national motorcycle conference (someone 

had to do it…maybe it could be you next 

year). Well apart from getting a nice lunch, 

was it worth it? 
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Well I certainly learnt a few new things about the IAM. 

 

For instance when over 3000 “members of the public” were interviewed in the 

street, over 60% had heard of the AA and a similar number the RAC, only 4% 

had heard of the IAM! (The Government’s Enhanced Rider Scheme drew 0%). 

 

However of those 4%, their opinion of the IAM was not that good. Although 

we are seen as “authoritative, knowledgeable and worthy” we are also often 

seen as “dull, elitist and for older drivers/riders”. My guess this is mainly 

aimed at car groups, but perhaps we should consider our own image and come 

up with a plan to “rejuvenate” our image. Nationally the IAM lost 3000 

members last year. Most of these were car members; motorcyclist membership 

grew slightly, but is still only 20% of all membership. (The IAM has 6000 

members over 80 but only 600 under 25!) 

 

SAM’s image is hopefully much better than the IAM nationally, but if you 

have any thoughts please contact our “caring SAM” representative, Karl Hale. 

 

I also discovered that 50% of people buying the “Skills for Life” package never 

go on to take the test, and 68% of those, say it was because they were not 

happy with the treatment they received either from HQ or the groups they went 

to. Just what is putting people off? If you’ve recently come through the training 

system (or better still, if you’re still in it) please let Karl know your thoughts 

(good or bad) and maybe we can start to change the IAM, to make it more 

attractive to more people. 

 

The final “shock” came as one delegate asked Simon Best (The IAM Chief 

Executive) why the Institute can’t find an insurer who will give better deals to 

IAM members. The shock reply was that “Advanced riders” seem to have a 

worse claim record than standard riders. The reason is not that clear, but it 

looks as if we ride greater mileages than other riders and have more expensive 

bikes that cost more to repair. Surprisingly we also seem to have more claims 

for bikes dropped whilst stationary or moving slowly. Be careful if you attend a 

rider dexterity day! 

 

With the summer riding gear now carefully stowed away for the winter, I wish 

you good riding. 
 
 

Martin.  
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CARING SAM 
 

We at SAM like to pride ourselves on having a very 

good and highly regarded club. We know when things go 

right but how will we know if they do not? This is 

something we would like to address and our Vice 

Chairman Karl Hale, as part of his role is now appointed 

customer service / complaints point of contact. If there is 

something that is lacking with the club or something you 

as a member (associate or full) have experienced within 

the club and would have rather not, please contact Karl. 
 

Your views can then be brought to the attention of the 

committee or dealt with more discretely. Either way you will be informed of 

the plan or outcome. You can contact Karl on 01359 241552 or  

email  vicechairman@suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com  
 

New Members  
 

A warm welcome is extended to our most recent new associate members: 
 

Glen Mills,  Michael Strudwick,  Andrew Liffen 
 

If anyone else has joined us and not had a mention yet, let the Editor know and 

we will put that right 
 

IAM Test Passes 
This month seven members have passed their Advanced test. 

Congratulations to: 
 

Gary Smith   his Observer was  Lee Gage 

Andrew Rothwell  his Observer was  Paul Griffiths 

Tony Butler   his Observer was  Paul Newman 

Steve Markham  his Observer was  Stuart Young 

Phil Sayer   his Observer was  Ray Spreadbury 

Steven Ayles   his Observer was  Dave Schofield 

Robert Lee   his Observer was  John Morgan 
 

When you pass your advanced test please let  

Derek Barker or Susan Smith know. 
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Membership Fees for 2012 
 

IMPORTANT NOTICE 
 

Standing Order Reminder 
 

We are now nearing the time for subs to be paid.  This is a reminder to ask all 

members to pay their subs by standing order on the 1
st
 of January 2012.  For 

members who set up a standing order in 2011, you do not need to fill in a 

renewal form unless any of your details have changed.  Membership cards will 

be issued on receipt of the standing order payment. 
 

A standing order mandate can be found on the website under the 'Join us' 

heading with the renewal form.  If you get this magazine via email you can 

follow the link to the renewal form, or type it in your web browser.  Once 

completed please print it out and give it to Linda or Judy. 
 

 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-membership-

renewal.html  
 

 

If you use internet banking it is possible to set up a standing order online 

without any sort of form (this may depend on your bank).  
 

Information you need:- Sort Code:  20-92-08    Account No: 

10363650 
 

 Account Name:  Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists 

 Reference: Enter your initials & surname, these will appear on  

 SAM's bank statement  
 

It could not be easier, once you have set up your standing order you will not 

have to think about it again, it will just automatically be debited from your 

bank account in January each year.  
 

If you have not completed a Gift Aid form and you pay tax please complete a 

form and give it to Linda or Judy as this brings money into the club each year. 

If you follow the link above the Gift Aid form is under the renewal form. 
 

 

Any queries please email Linda Barker at linda.barker@btinternet.com or  

Judy Chittock at judy.chittock@btinternet.com.  
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Social Rides 
 

Please note that it is you, the rider, who is deemed to be in control of the 

vehicle at all times during an Observed Run and during all other Group 

activities and that the Committee of Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists cannot 

and do not accept any liability whatsoever for any injury to person or damage 

to vehicle occurring in the course of any rally or other event organised by the 

Group.  Any member attending such an event does so entirely at his or her own 

risk and must maintain their own insurance to cover any said injury to person 

or damage to vehicle and must be riding a road legal vehicle, having valid road 

tax, insurance and MOT certificate (if applicable). 

Participants on S.A.M social rides are advised of the Events Committee’s 

guidelines as follows: 

You will be expected to provide a suitable means of carrying a map / the route 
 

 If possible, have breakdown cover for your machine. 

 

 Be responsible for your own safety 

 

 Rides will commence promptly at the published departure time. 

 

 Have a FULL tank of fuel 

 

 No more than 5 in a group. 

 
 

Sunday Ride Out on a Wednesday 
 

I recently spent a day out riding with my favourite (only) sister-in law Leia so 

that she could allegedly brush up on her riding skills, well that's what she said. 

I felt it more an excuse to go out mid-week on her recently purchased Fireblade 

having fun on cracking roads. I swear I heard her cheering at one set of bends. 

(It's actually a Coca Cola coloured Suzuki GSXR 750, but she had gone on so 

much about getting a Fireblade it stuck in my mind and confused me, even at 

the point when we stopped at the Café -  I was looking at the bike thinking 

“why has the silly girl put Suzuki motifs on the tank of this  Honda for?” 
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I have been on quite a few roads locally and thought I knew them all but 

wanted to go somewhere a little different. I recently got the series of 'Sunday 

Ride Out' CD roms from Martin Fuller who attended club night a few months 

ago. I tried one of them and decided to go on the circular route around 

Sudbury, Lavenham, Cavendish, Sible Hedingham, Halstead. 

 

Some of the roads I know quite well but when I went past Sible and then to 

Halstead I found a road which was just a dream, the A1124. We were only on it 

for a few miles but it was smooth and wide with bend after bend, a section of 

road that would not be out of place on the continent, grin factor ten. 

 

Back from Halstead to Sudbury was also a good road however spoiled by an 

HGV with a stream of about ten cars bumper to bumper but I was in too good a 

mood by now to worry. 

 

We'd decided to look for an all-day breakfast and the only place I knew locally 

with the atmosphere I desired was Wally's Shed in Acton. However as we 

travelled down the hill towards Sudbury I spied a number of signs pointing to a 

café turning left at the traffic lights and into the nearby industrial estate. 

 

What a little gem, £4.95 for a full English including two slices of toast and a 

mug of tea or coffee. Best bit I didn't have any cash with me so Leia paid for 

it!!!! Result. 

 

'Sunday Ride Out' what a brilliant idea, because of it I now have a new top 

three things I love about Essex: Stacy Soloman, Susan Smith and the A1124. 

 

I've missed going out on my bike this year due to work (home and profession) 

and have missed out on a few breakfast runs as a result. 

 

I'm intending to do a few 'Sunday Ride Outs' on a few Sundays when there is 

no official SAM ride out and will be inviting members (or not) to join me. 

Keep an eye on the forum. 

 

 

By Karl Hale 
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Who do you think you are…? 
 

The Committee came up with an idea with a survey which is just for fun. The 

idea is that over the next few months the Club can learn about the members, so 

feel free to fill in the form and send it to the Editor and get it published in the 

magazine. Also add your own question which can be added to the list for next 

month’s issue. 
 

  Name along with photo, 
 

 Occupation, 
 

 Been a member of SAM since...., 
 

 Best thing about belonging to SAM. 
 

 First bike ridden and when. 
 

 Current bike(s). 
 

 Best bike ever ridden. 
 

 Worst bike ever ridden. 
 

 Favourite road, (home & abroad). 
 

 Favourite drink, food, TV show etc. 
 

 Hobbies. 
 

 If you could change one law, what would it be. 
 

 Person you admire most. 
 

 Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike. 
 

 Person you admire most. 
 

 Any ambitions still to achieve on a bike. 
 

 What is the silliest bike-related thing you've ever done. 
 

 Where would you like to retire to, if you could go tomorrow. 
 

 SuperMoto or WSB? 
 

 Valentio Rossi or Barry Sheene? 
 

 Chips or Bike Cops? 
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 On road or Off road?   Touring or Track days? 
 

 Classic or Modern?   Open faced or Full faced? 
 

 Leathers or textile? 
 

 V twin or Flat 4 
 

 Did you like the programme kick start - yes / No / Too young to 

remember. 
 

 Not so quick fire round..... 
 

 Most embarrassing bike drop. 
 

 Most miserable journey on a motorcycle. 
 

 Any "I don't believe I just did that" moments during home maintenance. 
 

 Longest distance pushing a motorcycle. 
 

 Most pointless motorcycling accessory ever bought. 
 

If anyone would like this sent to them as a word file then please email the 

Editor and he’ll send it to you, saves copying and pasting. 

 

SAM Motocross - Try-Out 
 

Having booked up for the SAM Motocross Try-Out Day (advertised in the 

March 2011 edition) with Geoff Mayes Motocross in March, the 1st of October 
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had arrived far more quickly than expected.  The weather forecast for the 

weekend promised sunshine and unseasonably high temperatures of 28°C / 

82°F, so provisions for the day included 3 litres (6 pints) of water each for me 

and my son Adam.  
 

On arrival, with paper work complete, we were all kitted out with substantial 

off road protection by way of knee / upper shin pads, elbow / forearm pads, 

kidney belt, chest / back / shoulder armour, very sturdy high leg boots, helmet, 

goggles and gloves. Once dressed, Geoff provided a detailed briefing on how 

to operate the bikes we'd be riding and the techniques required for motocross. 

Geoff urged caution, especially as most of us were beginners, dispelling some 

of the motocross riding myths, like 'just gun it'. 
 

The riding techniques Geoff explained have some similarities to road riding 

techniques. The most notable being the smooth application of the throttle, in 

both directions and the use / application of both brakes.  Being told only to use 

the clutch to set-off and stop and not for gear changes once on the move, was 

difficult to get used to!  The other techniques being to keep your body and head 

vertical / slightly forward at all times even whilst ascending / descending 

slopes and accelerating.  Cornering techniques being the most different to road 

riding due to putting the bike down in corners, sitting as far forward on the seat 

as possible to keep as much weight over the front wheel and extending your 

inside leg as far forward as possible. The other technique being standing up, 

which should be done with relatively straight legs. 
 

The bikes we'd be using were Kawasaki KX single cylinder, 125cc two strokes, 
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normally aspirated and 250cc four stroke, fuel injected models. A 250cc engine 

in a road bike doesn’t sound too difficult to handle but I'll be the first to admit 

that they are more than adequate for motocross, especially given my lack of 

off-road riding experience. 
 

It was time to get out on the circuit, the first few laps being on a smaller loop at 

the top of the circuit. I practiced the techniques Geoff had described, 

experimenting with standing up, cornering, seating position, the effects of 

acceleration and braking had on the bike and on my nerves!  With confidence 

building it was time to attempt a few laps of the full circuit.  It soon became 

obvious to me that motocross takes a great deal of physical effort, although this 

may have been due partly to my lack of experience and poor application of the 

techniques.  A rest was in order even after just two laps of the full circuit! 
 

 As the day went on confidence levels and with it speed levels rose too.  Whilst 

practising on the smaller loop, Geoff gave me some advice about rolling off the 

throttle on the approach to a corner and not applying the throttle until exiting 

the corner.  I learnt to my cost that this was very good advice.  I managed to 

drop my bike twice on the same corner.  Thinking about it after the second fall, 

I believe it was due to applying the throttle mid corner, which made the front 

wheel step-out. 
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Whilst taking a break, 

the man himself went 

out. Geoff made 

making progress, 

which was 2 maybe 3 

times the pace I was 

making, look 

effortless.  The most 

notable points I made 

about his riding were 

how little revs he used 

from the 250cc single 

and how smooth his 

ride was at the pace he 

was keeping. 
 

Everyone I spoke with enjoyed the 

off-road riding experience even 

though it took a great deal of 

physical effort.  I surprised myself 

at the speeds I’d attained on loose 

gravel and mud, keeping the bike 

upright most of the time and 

occasionally getting some air.  

The most notable thing I took 

away with me from the day, that I 

can directly relate to road riding, was not to be 

too worried by unscheduled movement of the 

bike on loose surfaces. 
 

A big thank you from me and from all those 

who attended, to Bob McGeady for organising 

an exhilarating day’s off-road riding experience 

and for choosing, what turned out to be, the 

hottest October weekend on record! 
 

Steve Gocher 
 

Picture provided by Judy Chittock, and Rob Day (stolen from his Facebook 

page.) ☺ 
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December’s Breakfast Run 
 

Sunday, 4th November 

 

Mistley Place Park Tearooms  

Mistley 

CO11 1ER 

 
Ride coordinator Nigel Chittock 01473 737356 
 

Meet Tesco’s Copdock at the Lorry Park. 9.45 for 10am start 

 

Leave Tesco’s, Turn Left on to A1214, at traffic lights Turn Left on to 

A1071 

 

At Roundabout take 3
rd
 exit B1113 after approx 2 miles Turn Left on to 

Somersham Road. 

 

Continue through Lt Blakenham, Somersham, Offton, at junction with B1078, 

Turn Left signposted Bildeston. 

 

At T juction, Turn Left to Hadleigh, continue to junction with A1071, Turn 

Left then immediate right. 

 

Continue through Hadleigh, Raydon, East Bergholt to Catterwade at 

Roundabout take 3
rd
 exit on to A137  

 

At next Roundabout take 1
st
 exit, through continue through Manningtree to 

Mistley  

 

Turn Right opposite the towers, the café is 50 yards on right. 

 

Poor weather route. 

A14, A137 to Manningtree then as above 

 

Very poor weather route 

Make tea and toast and go back to bed!   ☺ 
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http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/ 
 

All adverts will be valid for one month, If the Editor is not told the 

following month that the item is still for sale the advert will be removed. 

Send your classified items to the Editor, contact details on page 3 

Price for non-member classifieds is £5 

 

FOR SALE 
KTM 990 ADVENTURE 

 

2007 (57) KTM 990 

Adventure. One owner 

from new. KTM Orange  

and Black. 
 

On road use only and 

always garaged. Has an 

auxiliary plug to power 

accessories. ABS (Anti -

Lock-Brakes) are standard 

and can be deactivated at 

the press of a button if 

necessary. 
 

Weight 209kg, Power 106bhp, Seat height 860mm, Fuel/Reserve 19.5ltre, 

Insurance group 13 
 

WP suspension and Brembo braking system as standard together with ABS. 
 

Comes with added extras which will cost a bomb if you’re buying from new:  

Heated grips, Touring screen (plus brand new never used original screen, Crash 

bars, KTM mounting bracket for Sat Nav, KTM alarm, Complete set of KTM 
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Hard Luggage (Panniers and Top Box which are so roomy they are good for a 

few weeks two up touring and you can still carry a hair-drier and straighteners 

– essentials and not luxuries in my book). It has done 30,751 miles with full 

KTM Dealer Servicing  (last serviced end of October 2010) including brand 

new rear tyre and has been garaged since) Anything that has needed replacing 

has been (Receipts)I have all the owners handbooks books 
 

Taxed until June 2011, MOT 8th May 2012 

Genuine reason for sale  

£6,275 ONO = Contact Karl on 01359 241552 
  

 
SAM Publicity Page   November 2011 

 

Well that’s another year done! 
 

Firstly, I have to say a very big thank you to Bill Dunham for all his help 

during the past couple of years in the publicity team. Bill is going to spend 

more time in Spain from now on so will not be around to steer the team. Bill 

has been actively involved with the SAM publicity machine both behind the 

scenes and on the stand at many of our events. It has been a joy working along 

side him and we wish both Bill and his wife Rosina happiness in Spain and 

look forward to seeing them when they return. 
 

The Copdock Show was a scorcher and once again a great show. This year our 

stand was positioned in one of the sheds which may have reduced visitors to 

some degree, however those that did venture out of the sun seemed very 

interested in the work SAM does. Two visitors to the stand signed up for the 

‘Skill for Life” programme with many more taking our new leaflet away for 

consideration.  
 

Thanks to all who helped at Copdock, Steve M, Steve C, Sonnie & Jean, Tim x 

2, Judy C, Nigel C, Andy plus Ruth. A special thank you must also go to Dave 

Rudland and Bob Page for showing their mighty BMW’s on the stand, André 

Castle for his imposing KTM, Ruth for her stylish Harley and Nigel for the 

speedy Fireblade all bikes attracted a lot of attention. We had a great team 

effort on the stand and if I have left anyone’s name out please accept my 

apology. 
 

During the Copdock show we invited visitors to a free assessment ride held the 

following Saturday at Orwell’s. My thanks go to the Observers for their time 

and Linda and Judy for their support. 
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The list of events that we attend has now come to an end but we will not be 

putting our feet up just yet. Very soon the New Year will be with us and we 

will be planning the new season of events. If anyone wants to join us on the 

publicity team, you would be most welcome. Please contact either myself or 

Nigel Chittock, previous experience of gazebo's and blu-tac would be an 

advantage! 
 

We're always looking for SAM related articles for inclusion in the local press, 

including photos, so if you can help please let us know. 
 

Paul Spalding (On behalf of the Publicity Team) 
 

Nigel Chittock   Paul Spalding 

01473-737356   07879-844618 

 

 

  

AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT AUTOFIT     (Ipswich) Ltd 

FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE TYRESTYRESTYRESTYRES    

OUT FOR A SCRATCH OR A LONG 

DISTANCE TOUR HAVE A WORD 

WITH ADRIAN 

“GOOD ADVICE FOR SURE” 

KEEN PRICES, HELPFUL ADVICE… 

Autofit (Ipswich) Ltd 

8-10 Britannia Rd., IPSWICH, IP4 4PE 

Tel: 01473 723325 Fax: 01473 274966 
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Mission Accomplished 
 

I completed my '7 Point UK Geo Challenge', as advertised in the June edition, 

in aid of the Forces Children’s Trust over 18 days at the beginning of July, 

return to Fynn Valley for my tea on group night of 19
th
 July. 

I succeeded in riding to the four compass point extremities of the UK 

mainland, Lowestoft Ness (furthest East), Lizard Point (furthest South), the 

Point of Ardnamurchan (furthest West) and Dunnet Head (furthest North).  I 

also succeeded in walking to the summits of the 3 peaks, Snowdon at 1,085 

metres (3,560 ft), Scafell Pike at 978 metres (3,209 ft) and Ben Nevis the 

highest peak in the UK at 1,344 metres (4,409 ft) a 10.5 mile walk to the 

summit and back. 
 

My first day was the shortest leg from Lowestoft Ness to Ipswich on the way 

home from work. 
 

Day two and three took me South West to Land's End, Lizard Point and 

Plymouth, staying with friends in Oxfordshire and my daughter Amy and her 

partner Matt in Plymouth. 
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Day four was the most arduous leg of the trip from Plymouth to Llanberis in 

Snowdonia.  My route taking me 

through Dartmoor, Glastonbury, an 

ascent through Cheddar Gorge and a 

quick visit to see my brother Andy 

near Cardiff, a total of 385 miles and 

10 hours in the saddle.  This was also 

the day that a young wild foal 

attempted to put paid to my whole 

trip.  I was descending a steep left 

hander on Dartmoor, which I believe 

was Devil's Bridge, when it got 

spooked by my approach, jumped out 

on me and proceeded to run directly 

away from me.  I narrowly avoided 

making contact with it, braking 

heavily, locking the rear wheel in two 

quick successions!  Who needs 

ABS...? 
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Day five and six saw me walking Snowdon and taking a guided tour of the 

Dinorwig hydro-electric power station, a.k.a. 'Electric Mountain' as it's built 

literally inside Elidir mountain in Llanberis.  

http://www.fhc.co.uk/dinorwig.htm 

 

My destination at the end of day six being Mum & Dad's place in Bagillt.  

Mum offered to do me some washing, which I accepted.  I was 42 earlier in the 

year and I'm still going home to get my washing done! 

 

Day seven took me to Wast Water in the Lake District, ahead of my ascent of 

Scafell Pike on day eight, via the Anderton Boat Lift just outside Chester.  The 

lift was designed by Edwin Clark and built in 1875.  

http://www.andertonboatlift.co.uk/ 

I met up with my brother Mark in Carlisle on day nine.  We spent the next 7 

days together travelling through 

Scotland, visiting the Point of 

Ardmanurchan, taking the ferry from 

Mallaig to Skye, ascending Bealach na 

Bar and round the Applecross loop, the 

Point of Stoer, the Kylesku Bridge and 

taking in the furthest North-West I've 

been to Durness, which has the most 

amazing white sandy beach cove.  
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Without doubt the West coast of Scotland is now my most 

favourite place in the UK for breath-taking coastal scenery. 

 

John o' Groats and 

Dunnet Head soon 

followed.  With the 

spirit of adventure 

running high we 

decided that we'd not 

travelled far enough 

North so took the 

ferry to Orkney, 

spending a night 

there and visiting the 

Brough of Birsay at 59º 8' North.  Once 

back on the mainland we travelled 

down the East coast courtesy of the A9.  

We'd been spoilt over the previous 

week by the distinct lack of traffic.  

Any traffic we had encountered being 

easily passed.  On the 

approach to Inverness this 

all changed, traffic levels 

began to rise with 

opportunities to overtakes 

reducing by the mile.  At this 

point we decided to skirt 

round Inverness taking in the 

A82 alongside Loch Ness 

and Loch Lochy, en route to 

Fort William and the camp 

site at Glen Nevis, the base 

for our last night together.  

Mark set off for home the 

next morning and I donned 

my walking boots and 

headed for the summit of 

Ben Nevis. 
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With Ben Nevis in the bag, I headed for Edinburgh, stopping off in Alloa  to 

visit an old mate that I hadn't seen for 24 years!  I spent a couple of days sight 

seeing in Edinburgh and even managed to arrange a date there with a bird from 

Essex.  Needless to say it didn't work out... she didn't like ice cream! 

Suitably rested I set off for my last night under canvas to the UK's highest Inn, 

Tan Hill in the North Yorkshire Dales.  Be warned though if you're thinking of 

camping there, as the cockerel 'goes off' at 4:30 every morning, I wore my ear 

plugs that night so managed a lay in til 7:30 or so. 

 

You may have noticed that I've not mentioned the weather this far.  Well apart 

from getting caught in a deluge leaving Carlisle, the weather was bright sunny 

and occasionally overcast, with some light rain on the approach to Fort 

William.  It wasn't to last though.  The weather gods had saved up two weeks 

of rain for me on my last days riding.  I got caught in monsoon level rains 

leaving Yorkshire and crossing Lincolnshire on my approach to Suffolk whilst 

heading for my original starting point, to complete my challenge, Lowestoft 

Ness. 
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The total mileage for the trip from Lowestoft Ness and back was 3,148 miles.  

A massive thank you to everyone that sponsored me by way of their donation 

which helped me to raise over £1,400 for the Forces Children's Trust. 

 

You can see some of the things I experienced during my challenge by 

following the link to my '7 Point UK Geo Challenge Album' from my Just 

Giving page at:  http://www.justgiving.com/stevegocher 

 

Steve Gocher 
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Motorcycle Dexterity 2011 
& Control Days 

(a.k.a. Slow Riding Days) 
 

For every motorcycle spill that makes the local papers, there are many more 

which never get much publicity.  How many of you in your time riding have 

never struggled to keep your bike upright while manoeuvring in a parking area, 

or had to take a big dab with either foot while negotiating queues of commuter 

traffic?  Not many (if any).  Very often in these situations the rider grabs a 

handful of front brake, shortly followed by the resulting sound of expensive 

plastic and metal making contact with the ground. 
 

The SAM MD&C Days give you the opportunity to practice the art of riding a 

motorcycle slowly, and to learn the techniques that will help you do it. 
 

This year the venue will be the playground of Sidegate Primary School, 

Sidegate Lane, Ipswich. IP4 4JD  (Map in the Calendar on the SAM website). 
 

Please contact the Senior Observer to book your place for the date you are 

interested in attending. Before you attend one of SAM's Dexterity days, you 

must inform your Insurance Company that you intend to practise slow 

speed machine control in a school playground and ask them to confirm 

that you will have full cover for this activity. 
 

Dates of 2011  
 

Date      Time     Senior Observer 
 

Saturday Nov 19th    09:00    Derek Barker 
 

Each session starts promptly at the stated time and lasts up to 4 hours 

depending on numbers attending. 

 

 

  
Please bring a drink and something to eat 

as we will have a break and there are no 

cafés nearby. 
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Life as an Observer 
 

Way back in 1995 lying in my hospital bed with a ruptured spleen, my Dad 

was relieved I had survived my rather short biking experience. However, much 

to his disbelief on his next visit he finds me on the phone ordering a new green 

CB500 to replace my rather bent black and pink one. “At least if you’re going 

to carry on with that silly idea, get some advanced training”! Oh, how I expect 

he regrets that advice now!  

 

I got in contact with my local group, East London Advanced Motorcyclists and 

took my IAM bike test in December 1996. Advice from the examiner? Get a 

decent bike! The observer test followed in February 1999, squeezing the IAM 

car test in between. I observed and did a couple of year’s stint as Chairman at 

East London but then moved to North Wales in 2001 to return to University to 

take a degree in Marine Biology. I was the grand old age of 36 and everyone 

else seemed about 12 so I was glad of the friendly (and relatively adult!) 

reception I received at the local group in North Wales who were more than 

happy to add a female observer to their ranks. Next followed a move up North 

in 2004 to do my PhD at Newcastle University and again the local IAM group 

was a great way to meet people who talked about things other than algae and 

dolphins. And then finally down to Suffolk in 2006 leaving student life and 

returning to work. 

 

So, four IAM groups, all very different. East London – lots of filtering and 

town work, then heading out onto the great Essex roads for lovely sweepy A-

roads. Structured training sessions with fortnightly classroom talks followed by 

the “one observer-two associates” road work to put it into practice. Some 

strange associates, one in particular springs to mind as he insisted on calling 

me mummy . . . Hmm. My main memories of North Wales? Dodging sheep on 

mountain passes, lots of rain and not much socialising as “local” covered 

Chester to Holyhead! All training was one-on-one as everyone lived so far 

apart! Northumbria was totally different again – the seniors were mainly Police 

but a jolly bunch with more social runs than training if memory serves me 

correctly! Then Suffolk, with the twisty B-roads and loads of blokes on BMWs 

who seem able to just keep the speed at 60 regardless! 

 

So in nearly 13 years observing I reckon I’ve had about one associate a year 

safely through test. And hopefully some others have benefitted although 
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chosen to not take the test for a variety of reasons! Personally it has been a 

great way to meet new people and I’d recommend it to anyone who feels like 

putting something back – I can certainly promise you’ll not get bored as no one 

associate is ever like any other! 

 

Carolyn Barnes 

 
SAM Discount Scheme 

 
 Motorcycle Clothing Centre, Wymondham -10% off full price stock. 

 

 Orwell Motorcycles, Ipswich. - Discounts always available, please ask + 

Discounted MoTs. 
 

 Dave Barkshire Motorcycles, Norwich, - 10% off parts & accessories 

etc. 
 

 Colchester Kawasaki - 10% off clothing and accessories. 
 

 T.K. Cope, Colchester - Up to 10% off clothing and accessories. 
 

 MaxMoto, Bury St Edmunds, - 10% off parts, clothing, 

accessories.(Not tyres). 5% off workshop jobs. Certain exceptions may 

apply! 
 

 Lind Motorrad BMW, Norwich - 10% off parts & accessories. 
 

 Washbrook Service Station - At least 10% off accessories in stock, (not 

tyres), + discounted Mots. 
 

 Davey Bros Motorcycles - Discounted Mots. 
 

 Ipswich Motorcycle Accessories - 10% off all stock. 
 

 Autofit Ipswich Ltd - Discounts available, ask for Adrian Fitch. 
 

 Lings, Ipswich - 10% off Helmets, 5% off clothing, 5% off parts. Items 

must be in stock. 
 

 Mototechniks, Stowupland - 10% off clothing, helmets, accessories, 

oils, (not tyres), 5% off workshop jobs. 
 

 Chris Self Motorcycles who is offering SAM members the following 

package:- MOT's £25, Non-OEM service items, oils, plugs, filters 

batteries etc - 10% discount. Pairs of ZR rated tyres, fitted and balanced 
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to bike - 10% discount. ZR rated tyres fitted to "loose" wheels -15% 

discount. 
 

 Parkinson Motorcycles, Colchester, - 10% off accessories & clothing. 
 

 C. J. Ball of Norwich. 10% discount on labour for servicing, not during 

peak summer months. 
 

 RiderMount, Layham. - 5% discount on orders placed at 

www.RiderMount.com for all SAM members. Providers of GPS mounts 

etc.  
 

Proof of identity will be required, e.g. IAM and SAM membership cards to be 

shown. If any other dealers would like to be included, please contact either  

 

Nigel Chittock  
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Motorcycle CRASH Card – 
International Road Safety 

Award 
Date: Monday 24

th
 October 2011 

Time: 10.30am 

Venue: ACE Café, North Circular Road, Stonebridge, NW10 7UD 

 

An exciting initiative that helps motorcyclists involved in an accident get the 

aid they need as quickly as possible is receiving an international road safety 

award  on Monday (24
th
 October) at the legendary Ace Café in London. 

 

The Ambulance Motorcycle Club has been chosen to receive a prestigious 

Prince Michael International Road Safety Award.   

 

The Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards recognise achievements 

and innovations which will improve road safety. Each year the most 

outstanding examples of international road safety initiatives are given public 

recognition through the Awards scheme. 

 

Members of the media are invited to the official award presentation to meet a 

representative of the Prince Michael International Road Safety Awards, The 

committee of the Ambulance Motorcycle Club who created the scheme, 

experienced Paramedics, road safety officers and groups who have championed 

the scheme from around the country who will be present to celebrate their 

involvement in the initiative. 

 

Chairman of the Ambulance Motorcycle Club Paramedic Ian Burrell said: 

“Thanks to the efforts of teams across the globe CRASH card has grown 

significantly in the last year. The public response to the scheme has always 

surprised us and the support it has received has been overwhelming. It came as 

wonderful surprise to learn that the club and the scheme has been awarded a 

Prince Michael International Road Safety Award for 2012.” 
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“Paramedics have the skills and training to begin treating a complex range of 

injuries straight away, and the information contained on the CRASH card can 

only lead to better care for patients. We encourage every biker to get one.” 

 

Presenting the award, Adrian Walsh director RoadSafe, the organisation which 

organises the awards on The Prince’s behalf said: ‘Correct post-crash care is a 

vitally important – these cards are a great help to those who deliver that 

important first line help at the crash scene’  

 

The CRASH card scheme has been very successful, both in the UK and in the 

USA where it is known as Rider Alert. In 6 months the Richmond Ambulance 

Authority a leading Ambulance services in America have distributed 125,000 

Rider Alert Cards. In the UK since the schemes initial launch in 2009 over 

360,000 CRASH Cards have been produced. Motorcycle injuries have been 

reduced by over £6m in that time in the east of London and Essex. 

 

CRASH Cards are designed to be an aid to both the person making the 999 call 

and the crew who attend, one side of the card carries the mnemonic CRASH 

for helpful hints which will assist the 999 call taker if a rider has come off but 

is not seriously injured or happens across an accident and is using the card as a 

prompt.  

 

The other side gives riders space to write their name, date of birth and 

medication, so when an ambulance crew arrives at the scene of an accident 

they will identify an unconscious or seriously ill rider has a card in their helmet 

by a small green dot placed at the side of the visor on their helmet.  

 

Only experienced trained personnel should ever remove a helmet following an 

accident.  

 

For further information the CRASH Card scheme is available at 

 

www.ambulancemotorcycleclub.150m.com 
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SAM has two online shops where you can purchase garments and gifts with the 

SAM logo on them. In both cases you can save on postage costs by getting 

together with other SAM members and combining your purchases. 
 

The first shop is with a company called Spreadshirt. All the items 

in this shop use one of three types of “printing”. With the flock or 

flex “printing” the logo is cut from a sheet of material and then applied to the 

item. Flock is similar to a fine felt, and flex is a plastic/nylon type material. For 

the digitally printed items the logo is printed on to a special transfer sheet and 

then applied to the item. 

 

The second shop is with a company called SewPersonal. All the 

items in this shop have the SAM logo embroidered on them in a 

choice of Green, Silver or Gold. NB. The initial prices you see displayed within 

the shop do NOT include the cost of the logo. This will be added once you 

select your colour option. 

 

You can visit either shop online via SAM’s website 
 

http://www.suffolk-advanced-motorcyclists.com/sam-shop.html 
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SAM’s Christmas Ride/Drive 

Brunch Party 
 

Sunday 11th December 2011 
 

Goodies Farm Shop 

Coles Common 

Pulham Market 

Norfolk 

IP21 4XU 
01379 676880 

 

Beacon Hill Lorry Park, 9.45 for 10:00 am start 
 

Ride coordinator John Sillett 01473 219488  (although I will be in the car, 

unfortunately no biking until at least Christmas �) 
 

Join the A140 heading for Diss and Norwich, 
 

At Stonham Turn right on to the A1120 heading to Framlingham and 

Yoxford, stay on the A1120 to Dennington. 
 

Turn left ( straight on) on to B1116 signposted Harlestone and Laxfield, Stay 

on the B1116 to Wells corner which leads in to Stirrup Street and become 

the B1117 
 

After sharp left hand bend on to the B1117 Turn right back on the B1116 

through Fresssingfield, under the bridge of A143 into Harleston,  
 

Turn left onto Wilderness Lane signposted Starston At the end of the road 

join B1134, heading towards Starston 
 

In Pulham Market TurnRight on to Colegate End Road, then Turn Left on 

to Common Road, Goodies Farm Shop is on the Left. 
 

Route is good in the dry.  

Ok if you’re careful in the wet.  

Take great care if it’s frosty as the route is mainly small B roads.  

No good in the snow or ice. 
 

If the Weather is grim, A140 all the way and/or use your car 
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November’s Editorial 
 

This month I haven’t used my bike much, 

few times to visit clients. I also arranged 

another Observed Ride, my 3
rd
 due to my 

work load and family demands it’s been 

about 18 months since my 2
nd
 Observed 

Ride, Oh dear, at least I haven’t got any 

worse, but got a lot of improvements to 

do, came away quite deflated….  � 
 

My son has been badgering to buy a 

scrambling bike and had been looking at the 

“pit bikes” which is a Chinese mini motocross 

bike with 10” wheels. One of his friends had 

one and he shot off down the road sounding 

like a wasp with a headache. Having looked 

on the internet and the auction sites it 

appeared that pit bikes are of very poor 

quality and need a lot of repairing as the build 

is very poor. 
 

I found on an auction site, an old Kawasaki 

KMX125, which we won. It turns out to be a very nice bike, has a few 

problems but nothing that can’t be fixed. The engine is a two stoke, which has 

a separate oil tank and pump which squirts oil into the pot, except that has been 

disconnected and the tank is missing. The old owner has been mixing the oil in 

the petrol, which I don’t think has been measured very well as it has clouds of 

white smoke. 
 

Thank you to the following who have contributed to this month’s magazine: 
 

 This month’s cover picture was provided by Andre Castle, Mike 

Roberts who did the picture editing and graphical work. 
 

 Rob Day for his pictures of Sam MX day 2011on page 2. 
 

 Linda Barker and Judy Chittock for sorting out our membership for 

2012 
 

 Sunday ride out on a Wednesday by Karl Hale 
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 Who do you think you are…… By the Committee and send your 

answers to the Editor. 
 

 Steve Gocher for his report on the Sam Motocross Try Out. Judy 

Chittock and Rob Day for their pictures of the day 
 

 John Sillett for arranging this month’s Breakfast ride out. 
 

 Publicity page by Paul Spalding 
 

 Mission Accomplished by Steve Gocher 
 

 Life as an Observer by Carolyn Barnes 
 

 Nigel Chittock for the SAM discount scheme. 
 

 Information of the Motorcycle Crash Cards sent in by Martin Andrew 
 

 John Sillett for arranging the Brunch Run 
 

 Chris Smith for sending in List of guest speakers for 2012 
 

 Rodger Welham for his picture “ Where’s Kevin ? ” 
 

 Ruth Elmer for her picture of the MX day. 
 

Next year we are going to change the magazine. The Caption Competition is 

coming out as we only have 1 or 2 entries on club night. So we need new 

features that the club can take part in. Over to you – let me know if you have 

any ideas that would make a suitable competition.. 

 

 

Safe Riding     Felix... 
 

Editor for 
 

Suffolk Advanced Motorcyclists and Kawasaki GT club magazines. 
 

If you’d like to help save the Group on the printing and postage costs of your 

monthly ‘hard copy’ of the ‘SAM Observer’ by opting to receive an email 

notification instead, then please give me your email details on Group Night or 

send me an email. 
 

I hope that you have been enjoying the reports that members who go on ride 

outs have written, and as you can see it doesn’t have to be a wordy passage, so 

feel free to scribble a few words down, a few pictures and next month you will 

have another great magazine to read. 
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Our Venue 
 

Group Nights start at 7:30 pm on the third Tuesday of every month at 

The Valley Restaurant, Fynn Valley Golf Club, Witnesham.  IP6 9JA 
 

All facilities, including bar and restaurant are available from 6pm. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Map courtesy of    www.openstreetmap.org 

Creative Commons Licence 
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Observer Associate Charter 
 

Purpose 

The purpose of the Charter is to make clear the definition of what is expected 

in Observer / Associate relationship. 
 

The Observers 

Have made the effort to train, not only for the IAM test but have taken part in 

extensive Observer training to become Observers for the group. They are a 

valuable asset to the group and give of their time freely, except for a small 

contribution from the associates for their expenses. Observers attend regular 

refresher training sessions with Senior Observers, support theory nights and 

Riding Dexterity days. 
 

The Associates 

 Are expected to have an equal commitment with the goal being the 

IAM test. 

 Are to be available for regular observed rides ideally every two 

weeks with at least 100 practice miles being covered in that period. 

Continuity cannot be maintained with regular gaps of three weeks or 

more or no miles between observed rides. 

 Must agree the dates of the next runs at the debriefing and must 

practice any improvement recommendations between the runs. 

 Will where possible attend a riding Dexterity Day to improve their 

slow speed manoeuvres and control. 

 Must make an effort to study the theory by reading ‘How to be a 

better rider’ and the Highway Code plus attend club Theory Nights when 

possible. 

 Cancellation of a planned run due to poor weather conditions will 

be at the discretion of the Observer. If after a period of one month, an 

Observer has not heard from the Associate it will be assumed that interest 

has been lost and the Associate will be placed back at the bottom of the 

waiting list. 

 When the Observer feels the associate is riding consistently at the 

test standard a Cross check will be arranged with a Senior Observer. 

 The Observer will give as much help and encouragement as 

possible but the onus is on the associate to endeavour. 
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SAM Events for your Dairy 
 

November 
 

Tuesday 15
th
 SAM Group Night, Announcements at 19:30. 

Followed by Charlie Haylock  

 www.charliehaylock.com 
 

Thursday 17
th
 Roadcraft Theory Evening Come along and 

learn more about Roadcraft. 

Topic: Observation, Planning & Positioning. 

Fynn Valley Golf Club 19:30 
 

Saturday 19
th
   M/C Dexterity & Control, 09:00~13:00  

 Sidegate Primary School, Ipswich 
 

December 
 

Sunday, 4
th
  Breakfast Run, Mistley Place Park Tearooms, 

Mistley, CO11 1ER,  
 

Sunday 11
th
  Christmas Brunch run, Goodies Farm Shop by 

Car or Bike. See page 35 for details 
 

Tuesday 20
th
  SAM Group Night Cancelled 

 

 

January 2012 
 

Sunday 1st  First Breakfast Run of the year 

 

Guest speakers for 2012, If you know anyone who would like to give a talk 

about a bike related subjects, then please contact Chris Smith 

 

 

DATE SPEAKER SUBJECT 

17-Jan Mikes quiz Goes without sayimg 

21-Feb AGM 

20-Mar John from Jofama Halvarsons/Jofama Bike gear 

17-Apr Sam Manicom Tales from a globe trotter 
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Where's Kevin 
 

The pictures in the latest mag of the recent cycle tour passing through Ipswich 

reminded me of the attached picture.  It shows all the police bikes waiting for 

the start of the stage in Bury St Edmunds.  Kevin Stark is one of the police 

riders.  It could be a "where's Kevin" competition  ☺  

 

 
 

Rodger Welham 

 

 

Picture 

taken by 

Ruth 

Elmer
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